
Dear Jeff and din, 	 10/11/78 
I:write on the Chance that I can get into the post office before the last mail 

leaves or foiling that on the chance mailing this in the morning will reach you 
before Jim mote up. 

Jinive me the Guinn tape and I looked forward to hearing it even if he did 
tell me the quality is poor. I planned today for mixing that up with some outside 
work, which I needed badly after too long a stretch at the typewriter. I could 
listen to the tape ond transcribe abaft/ parts, I thought, while I rested. 

It won't much rest. It wan exasperation. When Jim seid the quality was pear 
I figured my wife would not be able to transcribe all of it, as she'd said hhe 
would. Poor praises this!.  

Maybe the original tape is very bad. But I have qfficulty believing that it 
is. I suapoot the distortion is in the dubbing. So, whet I'd appreciate is bringing 
the original up because some of what Gana said may be sionifioaut in a suit. 

I did not recognize lerdnsee voice. I else noticed teriattons in level, a 
large gap with nothing on it and sounds like the thing was switched on and than off. 
Some of the questions Lardner asked and the soave= bold promise. Sc if this is car, pert of tax, tape I'd like to hear all of it because you people,  are not really aware 
of my interests. I gather from' what I could make out ofnthe quectione and answers 
that this was true ofieverynne. 

I've suffered through more than half of the first aide, going back so many 
times I oan't remember how manly, and still managed to oat rawarkably little. 

I'll return the tape first time I'm in Machine= after I'vo gone over it. 
This depends on when you come up. I'll be is D.C. briefly Monday Acme for a dental 
appointment. Probably have to go:beckon that. Mlnot be going-downtown those.,-  
trips. The dentist is in northwest and I have a ride both Ways. 

If it is possible for one of you to see in Lelar before coming up he has some 
legal-sized file folders of a kind he does not like. I need some so I'd appreciate 
one or two boxes. Mina box. It doesn't pay to sail thew, he wants to get ridgy 
of them, I need some so I'll pay him instead of the stationer. 	_ 

Guinn was willing to talk, as many older people are willing to do with younger people. I wish the questioning had taken a differant direction. There may have been 
such that vas good but I can't tell it. I couldn't make out n word Hoch said. Liston was not entirely incomprehensible but when he wasn't he also spoke much too fast. So oaten there I can make out a few words of what din said they have no meaning because ' 
he was responding to a question that I can't make out at all. 

I hope. you combo prepared, better for the next hearimgsbecame vhat people say off the stand may be mina more significant. a poorest tape record-would have been 
adequate so I'm at a lose to understand boatilds taps can be so poor,  in quality. If 
you think it is your machine, see if you can't boreow a decent one. Wont of those 
not lowest in: Pelee and with a built-da omni-diectional mike have fairly good piekup 
and automatic tolume control. As an alternative you can use a mikaaf you don't 
have onej I can land you a decent OM. It you can get someone to wire a different 
plug onto it I probably have one I'm not going to use, one with a Norelcoetynenlon. 
that I'd give you. But paying for the simple job may well oast more than baying one 
rowdy to use. 

JL- They wasted most of the tine they had with Guinn, frlowmpnaAsse make out. M 
have difficulty understanding how they could have gotten 
so terrible a tape. It sounds like a radio station net 
tuned in well. It may be in the dubbing. I think they /eft everything out except 
themselves. I know 4arduer spoke to Guinn and all I've heard is soOcalled critics. 


